
N THE HIGH COURT OF SOUTH AFRICA 

(TRANSVAAL PROVINCIAL DIVISION) 

Case No: 30335/02  

In the matter between: 

AAA INVESTMENTS (PTY) LIMITED Applicant  

and  

THE MICRO FINANCE REGULATORY COUNCIL First Respondent  

and·  

THE MINISTER OF TRADE & INDUSTRY  Second Respondent  

 SUPPLEMENTARY AFFIDAVIT 
 10  

I, the undersigned,  

PIETER DE VILLERS MOLL  

state as follows and under oath:  

1  I have already deposed to the founding affidavit in this application.  
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2  l/lave personal knowledge of the facts in this affidavit, unless I state or  

imply otherwise. The facts are true and correct. 

3  In this affidavit I will use the same acronyms and abbreviations as are  

used in my founding affidavit. 

4  In relation to the circumstances surrounding the filing of the respective  

records of the first and second respondents, I rely on the information  

provided by my attorney and refer to his confirmatory affidavit to be  

filed with this affidavit.  

5  The filing of the record in this matter was a drawn out process  

characterised by delays in compliance with the court rules by the  to 
respondents. The applicant does, not, however, wish to take any point  

arising out of such delays, save to the extent referred to below, and  

accordingly declines to annex the relevant correspondence. Some of  

the delays have also been on account of attempts to settle the matter.  

6  What I do wish to draw to the attention of this Honourable Court is that  

over and above the delays, the respondents have also not complied  

with their obligations in terms of the content of the records which they  

have delivered. 

7  Both respondents have refused to file the record in respect of the  

original rules of the Micro Fi.nance Regulatory Council which are  20 

subject to review in terms of paragraphs (4) and (5) of the notice of  

motion.  
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8  In order to ensure that there is progress in the matter, the applicant has  

decided not to enforce delivery of the record via an interlocuto ry  

application. However, it will be submitted at the hearing of this matter  

that this Honourable Couli should mark its disapproval of the  

respondents conduct by the making of an appropriate punitive costs  

order.  

9  As appears from my founding affidavit in this application, the applicant  

bases its review on, amongst C?ther things, the first respondent's having  

purported to -  

impose conditions upon lenders via the revised rules; and  9.1 10 

9,2  amend the exemption notice, 

in circumstances where the authority to impose such conditions and to  

amend the exemption notice' is vested exclusively in the second  

respondent in terms of section 15A of the Usury Act.  

10  What is significant in the records filed by the respondents is that it  

appears that the respondents at one point contemplated that the  

implementation of the National Loans Register and other new  

provisions contained in the revised rules would be effected via an  

amendment to the exemption notice itself (not via the revised rules).  

1
1  

This appears from the following documents in the record filed by the  20 

first respondent:  
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11.1  In the extract from the Board papers for first respondent's board  

meeting held on 15 May 2001, item 4.3 deals with "Proposed  

Amendments to the Exemption Notice and MFRC Rules" (my  

empllasis). In that document it appears that the National Loans  

Register is to be dealt with in the exemption notice and not in the ;ZC?3  
rules. A copy of the relevant page is attached marked "SA 1". As  

;2'13  
appears from annexure "SA 1 ", it refers to "Appendix A-2" as  

containing a summary of proposed amendments to the exemption  

notice and the first respondent's rules.  

11.
2  

1
0 

Appendix "A-2" is also included, in abbreviated form, in the record. ~9lf  
A copy is annexed marked "SA2". The heading to the appendix  

reads  

HA-2: Executive Summary on the proposed amendments to 
the Exemption Notice and MFRC Rules"  

However, the portion immediately below the heading has been left  

blank. This is dealt with below.  

11.3  In the minutes of the first respondent's twelfth board meeting held  

on 15 May 2001, reference is also made to proposed amendments  

to the exemption notice and MFRC rules. Paragraph (A) of that  

2
0 

extract reads as follows:  

"(A) Exemption Notice  

One of the most significant issues in the Exemption Notice  
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change is with regards to the NLR, making submission of 
loan data to the register compulsory while incorporating 
conditions on 'reckless lending'. These require the lenders to 
assess affordability prior to loan disbursement.  

The board accepted and ratified this change." ;ZQ6 
A copy of the relevant page is annexed marked "SA3".  

12  It is also contended in my founding affidavit that the second respondent  

acted beyond his powers in purporting to approve the revised rules. A  

copy of the second respondent's written approval of the rules forms  

part of the first respondent's record. A copy of the relevant document  10 
:2Cfb is 

annexed hereto marked "SA4".  

13  The record filed by the second respondent also suggests that an  

amendment to the exemption notice was at one stage contemplated  

but, apparently, later abandoned. Thus the document entitled "EXBO  

SUBMISSION" contains the following paragraph:  

"3. The Exemption has been in operation for two years to 
date. However, a number of shortcomings and loopholes 
have been identified therein. Amendments seeking to deal 
with the implementation of the National Loans Register,  

 prevention of reckless and abusive lending practices,  20 
abusive collection methods, control and responsibility of 
agents and brokers anti the disciplinary process and fines 
have been proposed.  

4. In addition, the MFRC has developed its own rules to 
supplement the Rules of the Exemption Notice. But it has 
also become necessary to update the MFRC Rules in order 
to ensure a consistent and smooth application of compliance 
procedures."  

;(b(~ 
)£<;i A copy of the documents is attached marked "SA5".  

/ 
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14  Annexure "0" to that document also contains the following:  

"2. Reckless Lending 

The reckless lending rule as incorporated in the proposed 
Exemption Notice has been incorporated in the' rules pertaining to 
lending activities (rule 4)." (my emphasis)  

;(QS-;LQ9 
A copy of the first page of annexure "0" is attached marked "SA6"  

15  It is clear from these extracts that the respondents did at one point  

recognise the need to proceed lawfully, but have since inexplicably  

embarked on a course of action which is unlawful and beyond their  

powers. It is significant that the respondents are, reluctant to provide  10 

the record in this regard.  

1 6  Two aspects of the record filed by the second respondefjt were taken  
 .  3C6-30)  

up with it. In this regard I annex marked "SAT' a copy of a letter from  

my attorney to the second respondent's attorney dated 14 May 2003.  

In paragraph, 3.5. of the letter, it was pointed out that there were  

significant portions of the record which had been blocked out from the  

record and it was pointed out th,at the first respondent was not entitled  

to do this.  

17  In paragraph 3.6 of the letter the following was stated:  

 "It also emerges from the documents filed by your client  20 
that there was at one point discussion of the amendment of Notice 
713 of 1 June 1999 in relation to the National loans Register. No 
such amendment appears ever to have taken place. The decision 
not to amend must have involved deliberation on the part of your 
client and any  
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documentation In this regard would also be part of the record."  

18  The letter went on to demand that the record in this regard and In  

regard to the blanked out portions be provided. 

19  The first respondent's attorney's letter in reply dated 29 May 2003 is  
3Q,?-30il-  

annexed marked "SA8". In relation to the blank pages, the first  

respondent's attorney gave the personal assurance that he had  

inspected those parts of the record and that they were not relevant to  

the matter at all. On the basis of that assurance, coming as it did from  

an officer of the above Honourable Court, the applicant accepted that  10 

position.  However, it remains a matter of some concern to the  

applicant that the portion appearing immediately below the heading to  

annexure "A-2" in the first respondent's record remains blanked out. It  

. seems unlikely that the portion immediately below the heading would  

not have dealt with the subject matter referred to in the heading to the  

annexure.  

20  In relation to paragraph 3.6 of my attorney's letter dated 14 May 2003  

the first respondent's attorneys paid the following: 

"We request you to identify the precise document to which reference 
is made in paragraph 3.6. It appears to us the thrust of paragraph 
3.6 is that the "record" provided by our client is incomplete because it 
does not contain a "record" of proceedings pertaining to 
administrative action which our client never took. Moreover, it 
appears to us that the omission referred to in paragraph 3.6 is 
unconnected to the issues raised in the notice of motion and 
founding affidavit. it is not possible for us to advise our client to 
launch a search for a further record pertaining to this alleged 
administrative non-action. We therefore request you to  

7  
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explain what documents your client requires in this respect. 
We will, together with our client, consider any allegatio n 
that the record pertaining to the second set of rules is 
incomplete, but we are uncertain what the complaint set out 
in paragraph 3.6 means.  

21  My attorney replied to the first respondent's attorney's letter by way of  

a letter dated 17 June 2003, a copy of which is annexed hereto marked 
305-301  

"SAg". My attorney said the following in this regard: , 

"8 Ad paragraph 6  

8.1 Our client is not obliged to identify 'lprecise  10 
documents' in terms of rule 53. Your client is obliged in 
terms of rule 53 to deliver the full record pertaining to 
the various decisions and the rules under review.  

8.2 Paragraph 3.6 of our letter dated 14 May 2003 is 
perfectly clear as to the portion of the record which is 
missing and which your client is obliged to provide.  

8.3 It is clear from the notice of motion and founding 
affidavit that the legal mechanism whereby the National 
Loans Register was purportedly brought into  

 force is being challenged in the review application. All  20 
of your client's documentat'ion and 'deliberations 
pertaining to the National Loans Register, including any 
contemplated amendment of the exemption notice no. 
71.3 of 1 June 1999 in this regard (even if not ultimately 
pursued) forms a relevant part of the record and must 
be furnished to the Registrar of the High Court.  

8.4 Our client's view that such documentation exists is 
reinforced by the fact that it is also referred to in the  

 record furnished by the State Attorney on behalf of the  30 
second respondent."  

22  To date, the first respondent's attorney has declined to respond to the  

request. As pointed out above the applicant has chosen to ensure that  

there is progress in the matter rather than resorting to interlocutory  

proceedings, but submits that an appropriate punitive costs order  

8/ 
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should be made arising from the first respondent's default.  

23  The deficiency of the record in this respect was also taken up with the  

second respondent's attorneys. In this regard I annex hereto marked 301S  
"SA 10" a copy of a letter dated 17 June 2003 addressed by my  

attorney to the State Attorney.  

24  In reply, the State Attorney asserted that, insofar as the revised rules  

were concerned, the complete record had been furnished.  

25  Also included in the first respondent's record is a "[d]raft circular for  

implementation of the rule amendments". A copy of the first page of 30'1  
the draft circular is attached marked "SA11", That circular confirms the  10 

mechanism employed by the first respondent in purporting to impose  

the revised rules on the industry. The mechanism involved the  

application of rule 3.23 of the original rules which read as follows:  

"3.23 Amendment of Rules 

The Council may from time to time amend these Rules by 
giving written notice to the lender of the proposed 
amendment, the reasons for the amendment and the date  
as from when such amendment shall become effective. The 
Council shall with due regard to the effect of such change ensure 
that the lender shall be given sufficient notice so as 20 to enable it 
to comply with any such amendment. The lender's consent shall 
not be required for any amendment  
to the Rules for it to be effective. The lender which does  
not accept any amendment which may materially affect the 
lender may apply to the Council for the cancellation of its 
registration."  

26  Over and above the submissions made in my founding affidavit, I  

 9  / 
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submit that this provision presents a further basis for the invalidity of  

the revised rules. A provision in a contract which -

26.1  allows one of the parties to the contract unilaterally to amend the  

contract in any respect whatsoever;  

26.2  allows such amendments to be effected without even consulting the  

other parties to the contract, let alone seeking their agreement; and  

26.3  requires the other party either to accept such an amendment or  

face the severe consequences in this context of either prosecution  

under the rules or deregistration and potential prosecution under  

1
0 

the Usury Act, is plainly contrary to public policy and void.  

27  The revised rules were made pursuant rule 3.23 of the original rules.  

In those circumstances the revised rules are also invalid and 

unenforceable. 

28  In the circumstances, I stand by the averments contained in my  

founding affidavit. I respectfully ask that this Honourable Court grant  

an order ;n terms of the amended notice of motion on the grounds set  

out in my'founding affidavit and in this supplementary affidavit. 

~.  

Deponent  

1
0  
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•  
 

SIGNED at 4rtfti,f,ppJ,f;'df/von this S" 77" day of No "~/n&(' 2003 before me, 

Commissioner of Oaths, duly authorised, the deponent having sworn that that he 

Imows and understands the contents of this affidavit, has no objection"to  

taking the prescribed oath and    on his 
'.  ~  Ex-Officio Cc:-:"m:"siOii2.i of Oaths y ViftU9 C ••   

my orne·:! 2.::; n r,l.::mbcr of rVl8n.ag8n:G~1 The 
St:.ndard Bnri~\ 01 South Africa LlmitGd Rz('j ! .. lD. 

62/08733/06  
. rJ t 1-\~!.2:r8V\!i·.J [:';:-(f.,.i\lCH. EI\ST CAPE  

o%1~\g~I~~rRGef~/O~TOHS .   
Date: S. tJoJ~~ ~:a Designation: 

~K CffIGlF\'L  

 
conscience.  


